
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 December 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Enrikas K, Joseph O, Olivia C, Khloe W, Ellie-Mae H, Mamudo D, Albie W, 
Billy B and Sofia M for always showing 100% determination in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jaimie M for making an effort to be a little bit better every day; Mostafa I, 
Alesha K, Honey C and Emily R for producing a fantastic piece of extended writing about states of matter in 
Science; Amelia R for massively improving her focus in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ellie M, Ellie-Mae H and Freeman W for showing determination to succeed in 
Spanish lessons. Well done; Lennon S for an improved attitude and making extra effort to succeed in Spanish, keep 
it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Louie-Ann B for showing great determination during her Maths lessons and 
always working hard; Lucas F for showing great resilience in his Maths lessons and working hard! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Joel M for always showing 100% determination in English; Naema A and 
Emil B for always working really hard and showing great determination. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lacey S for being a fantastic inaugural member of Language Club and 
showing enthusiasm towards her work and school life; Alydia H for fantastic work and effort in French; Sofia M for 
consistently working to the best of her ability and giving 100% in French; Lucas F and Mazigh G for consistently 
working to the best of his ability and giving 100% in French; Lucia A for an improved attitude and making extra 
effort to succeed in French, keep it up; Mikey K for always working really hard in French and making great 
progress; Joel M for showing determination to succeed in French lessons; Liam P for showing integrity and making 
excellent progess in French; Albie W for an improved attitude and determination to do well in French; Yvonne N 
and Jack N for always working hard in French and making excellent progress. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Alfie P for a massive improved effort to remain focused and complete work in 
Science; Bradley L for giving fantastic answers to the boiling and melting point questions in Science; Joe E for 
always going above and beyond and researching extra science topics at home; Xander S for always working really 
hard and showing great determination. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Faye A for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 
Science lesson. Well done Faye; Barbara S for showing the value of integrity by assisting and helping others. Well 
done Barbara! 

Miss Spencer would like to appreciate Mia E, Faye A and Sophie U for working exceptionally hard in DEAR and 
trying their best with writing their own book review. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Faith S for showing determination in English and always producing a huge 
amount of work. Well done; Mostafa I for being a positive presence in the classroom and providing excellent 
contributions; Tom G for always putting 100% into every English lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate James M for a massive improvement in his learing and behaviour this week, 
keep it up James; Billy B for always helping out in his Science lessons, giving 100% in lessons. 

Mrs Cahill and Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Bradley L for improved effort and 100% focus to do his best 
on his mini test. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 December 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Mia B, Brooke B and James M for always showing 100% determination in 
English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ava C and Joseph W for producing a fantastic piece of extended writing about 
vaccines in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Mia E for improved attitude and focus in Spanish lessons. keep it up; Lee B for 
fantastic answers and amazing progress in Spanish lessons this week. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Daniel N for showing great resilience, determination and ability during his 
Maths lessons; Louis F for always working hard and showing great ability in Maths! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Alfie W for always working to the best of his ability in French; Alfie M for 
always being on task and 100% focussed in French. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ethan H for always being kind and respectful in Science and helping pack up the 
booklets; Ben E for always making interesting contributions to class and showing real interest in Science; Clayton D 
for giving fabulous answers to questions in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Mark B for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort during 
English lesson. Well done Mark; Lilly C for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort 
during Maths lesson and being well mannered and polite. Well done Lily; Amy D for showing the value of 
determination by giving 100% effort during all lessons. Well done Amy; Richard W for showing the value of 
determination by giving 100% effort during all lessons. Well done Richard; Nikita T for showing the values of 
integrity and respect by always helping and supporting others. Well done Nikita! 

Mr Anderton & Ms OGrady would like to appreciate Ali B, Caitlyn H, Harry J, Izzabelle M, Sharon O, Aaron W and 
Laci W for determination and commitment to succeed in maths. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Wisdom J for presenting an excellent attitude to learning in English; Juozas S 
for providing helpful contributions and working really hard in English;Jessica H and Amy D for providing some 
really thoughtful responses to Romeo and Juliet in English. Good work! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Chay B for giving 100% in lessons massive improvement in behaviour and 
learning. Keep it up Chay. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Joana G for always being kind and respectful in Science and helping pack up 
the booklets. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 December 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Lewis C for improved attitude in English and for having the determination to 
succeed; Marty M, Keigan C, Alex R, Charlie-Anne T, Mikey C and Georgia M for always showing 100% determination 
in English; Wealth O, Marty M, Stefan P and Louie D for being a fantastic member of Creative Writing Club and 
submitting a fantastic story for the Young Writer's Award competition. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Marty M for completing work to an excellent standard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ellierose M and Gintas M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 
lessons. Well done; Oliver K for improved attitude and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Sophie H for showing 
determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Rama A for showing great ability during our constructions topic this week. 
Well done; Kayden D for showing great integrity this week and an impressive improvement in attitude. Keep it up; 
Liam S for showing all academy values, 100% of the time. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Elleasia J, Alex R and Ellie G for consistently working to the best of her ability 
and giving 100% in Spanish; Harry J and Jamie M for consistently working to the best of his ability and giving 100% 
in Spanish; Ila R for working hard in Spanish and showing determination in her work; Aize I for always doing the right 
thing and working hard in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Lucy S for producing brilliant work in Science; Ethan T for showing exceptional 
knowledge and interest in Science. 

Mr Anderton & Ms OGrady would like to appreciate Sam L, Lucas D and Calum G for 100% focus to successfully 
complete work on expanding and simplifying brackets. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Ewan T for working hard in English and showing determination to grown and 
improve. Well done; Viesturs K and Bobbie M for always putting 100% into your English work. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Alex C for completing all his work in his Science lessons, giving 100% 
determination. 
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Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Sienna D, Ellie-Mai M, Amelia K and Krishna P for always showing 100% 
determination in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Abbie H for always being focussed and working hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Sadie A, Lucy O, Lily N and Adam C for showing determination to succeed in 
Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Breckan S for making a great return to the class, being helpful and showing 
great ability in a tough topic! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Morgan H for always showing 100% determination in English;Leighton H for 
being consistently hardworking and respectful; Joy D for being consistently hardworking and respectful; Liam J for 
showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort , in all  lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Jess T, Aimee B and Khaia A for showing integrity and working hard in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate David D for being consistently hardworking and respectful in Science; Thomas W 
for producing fabulous work and having a great attitude in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Liam J for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% 
effort in cookery class and for always being well mannered and polite. Well done Liam! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Kyle P for pushing yourself to grow and improve in English. Great effort! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Breckan S for giving 100% since returning to school, keep it up Breckan. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Ellie C for working really hard in Science; Adam C for giving 100% in Science 
this week; Viesturs K for always being focussed and working hard in Science. 
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Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Esther A, Michael W, Olajuwon A and Abigail V for always showing 100% 
determination in English; Harry S, Luis C and Maggie S for improved attitude in English and for being determined to 
succeed. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Brodie G and George T for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 
Well done! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Jason J for working hard in all lessons, well done Jason. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Ryan A for always giving 100% in Science and always being a pleasure to have 
in the classroom. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Patryk B for always giving 100% in every lesson in Chemistry; Esther A for never 
giving up in Science lessons. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Thomas K, Callum D, Josh B and Reece B for showing determination to achieve a 
good grade in BTEC Engineering on Wednesday - keep it up; Junior T, Patryk B, Josh G and Josh S for showing 
determination to achieve a good grade in BTEC Engineering - keep it up! 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lily-May B for improved attitude in Science and for being determined to 
succeed; Lilly C for always showing 100% determination in Science; Paul M for always showing 100% determination 
in Science. 

 

 


